PP01 / SIR RICHARDS CONDOMS [12] $16
Completely vegan, PETA-certified and paraben free, get the best Sir Richard’s condoms in one variety pack!
Each collections package contains four each of Ultra-Thin, Classic Ribbed and Pleasure Dots, designed to
dramatically enhance sensitivity and sensation through their unique shape and fit.
PP02 / HATHOR LUBE (4oz) $13
Made with love in Canada, this organically sourced lube contains Horny Goat Weed & feels soft like velvet. This
water-based lube is unscented, unflavoured and non-sticky. Better put the ‘do not disturb’ sign on.
PP03 / PLEASURE FEATHER $8
Tickle and tease with this plume of brightly colours feather to trace all your intimate contours.
PP04 / BONDAGE TAPE $12
Let your imagination loose with this incredibly versatile toy. Give yourself up to you lover or take control of the
situation. Great for anyone who has a hard time with nots, and it looks sexy without hurting your skin, too.
PP05 / MASSAGE BAR $8
Lovers of erotic massages, you’re met your match! With endless options to enhance your sensual rubdown, this
massage bar melts slowly with your body heat. Made with pure cocoa butter, shea butter and essential oils.
PP06 / TENGA EGGS $15
This isn’t your average Easter Egg hunt. You never know which Tenga egg you’ll get. Made by the newest
Japanese men’s sex toy maker, collect all six styles. Each egg contains a super stretchy, highly textured sleeve for
hour of reusable solo or partner play.
PP07 / SILK BLINDFOLD $20
Turn off one sense and turn on all the rest. Luxurious in both look and feel, blindfolds are held comfortably in place
with a durable elastic strap.
PP08 / FLOGGERELLA $22
Take the gloves off your love making with this sweet looking (but entirely saucy) sued flogger. One of ou favourite
light floggers, it is soft enough for beginner play, but versatile and perfect for any kind of play where a gentle
touch is desired.
PP09 – JEJOUE MINI MOTOR $38 (+ attachments, required)
The Mini Motor from JeJoue is a versatile and fun-loving pal. Clip into a co-responding Mini/Lite Sleeve that
JeJoue has designed, and voila: sex boy! USB rechargeable, features three intensities plus three pulsation settings,
is also waterproof and phthalate-free. Mix and match from one of all of the modular attachments, the possibilities
are endless!
+ PP09A / Pebble $19
A powerful and pocket sized mini-vibe.
+ PP09B / Butt Plug $25
Featuring smooth curve often seen in other anal toys or prostate massagers.
+PP09C / Ring Sleeve $19
This oh-so-versatile toy can be used as a penis ring, or on ah hand, favourite dildo, or vibrator for a portable and
playful way to add more vibration.
P010 / JEJOUE FIFI $150
Taking the rabbit genre of vibrator further than it’s ever gone before, Je Joue brings us the equally and glorious
FiFi. With curves for all of your favourite spots, dual motors to provide vibration inside and out, and everyone’s
favourite ‘bunny ear’ clitoral stimulation, we couldn’t ask for more from Je Joue!
PP011 / WE-VIBE CLASSIC $158
Invented in Canada by Canadian laid off by Nortel, this is the best sex toy that ever came out of this country.
Designed for hetero couples to be worn during penetrative sex, it is famous in its own right.
e-mail frontdesk@thedrakehotel.ca to place your order. X[OH!]

